Say Hello to a Better
Loyalty Program
Great Service
Above All

INSTANT REWARDIFICATION
We live in an on-demand world. It’s about time loyalty programs
catch up. With Hello Rewards, we’ve ditched the point-earning
mechanism in favor of giving members more rewards, more often.
From getting a free night every seven stays to free gifts at check-in
to guaranteed lowest rates, our instant perks keep members
coming back for more.

INDUSTRY-LEADING INNOVATION
Hello rewards is all about the rewards
Introducing Hello Rewards, the new recognition-based rewards program from Red Lion
Hotels. With Hello Rewards, we’ve cut points out of the equation so you earn more
rewards more frequently. And not just any rewards, but rewards tailor-made just for you.

Join Hello rewards and enjoy:
•
•
•
•
•

a free night every 7 stays
the Hello rewards rate, our best rate guarantee
personalized service
express check-in and check-out
flexibility—earn rewards no matter which site you book from
Sign up for Hello rewardS today at

hellorewards.redlion.com

Hello Rewards is built from the ground up to be unlike any guest
loyalty program in the industry. Designed on the principle that
great experiences are more memorable than great savings, the
program is based on recognition rather than points. This allows us
to offer tailor-made rewards that not only surprise and delight our
members, but also drive direct bookings.
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Hello Rewards launched on December 15, 2014
and has enjoyed tremendous growth in membership
enrollment. As of 2015, Hello Rewards is growing by
7K per month with over 800K active members.

HELLO
REWARDS
OFFERS
EXCITING
PERKS:
• A FREE
7 stays

What are the three major benefits
members receive when joining
Hello Rewards?

STAY every

• The Hello Rewards Rate, our

BEST RATE guarantee
•

EXPRESS check-in

KNOWINGLY RECOGNIZE

and check-out

Foster 1:1 relationships and provide personalized
experiences that make members feel like friends.

• Late check-out*
• Room UPGRADES*
•

EXCLUSIVE Hello

Rewards member-only offers

* When available
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SURPRISE & DELIGHT
Always satisfy the wants and needs of our members by
commemorating special dates and surprising them with
gifts “just because.”

FUEL PASSIONS

HELLO REWARDS
1

Among the many great perks of being a Hello Rewards member,
the three major ones are:
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EARN A FREE NIGHT EVERY 7 STAYS

Understand what our members love and provide them with
new ways to enjoy their passions.

redlion.com/hellorewards

SEAMLESS GUEST MANAGEMENT
RevPak is an ensemble of the industry’s best revenue generation systems.
Fully integrated to provide a single 360 degree view of customers, RevPak
delivers dynamic and personalized promotions, drives reservations and
optimizes revenues.

